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Abstract. A partition of the nonzero elements of the finite abelian group Z/72 X Z/72 into 
four sum-free sets shows that N (3,3,3,3; 2) > 49. Based on a matrix technique for analyzing 
the structure of the two nonisomorphic 16-vertex edge-coiorings nondegenerate with respect 
to N(3,3,3;2), an involved argument proves that no 65vertex coloring nondegenerate with 
respect to N(3.3,3,3; 2) exists. Thus 49 < N(3,3,3,3; 2) 5 65. 

0. Introduction 

The Ramsey number N(3,3,3,3; 2) is the smallest integer such that 
any four-color edge-coloring of the complete graph on M(3,3,3, 5; 2) 
vertices has at least one monochromatic triangle. A monochromstic 
triangle is a triangle whose three edges are colored with the same color. 
Greenwood and Gleason [2] prove that 41 < N(3,3,3,3; 2) <_ 66. 
Erdiis [ 1 ] wrote that Szalai, a Hungarian sociologist, constructed a 
monochromatic triangle-free four-color edge-coloring of the complete 

graph on 65 vertices. The upper bound result presented in this paper 
proves the nonexistence of the Szalai construction. In this paper we. 

improve both the lower and upper bounds on this Ramsey number. 

Definition 0.1. Let G be a group with operation +. A set S properly 
contained in G is said to be syrnnzetric sum-free if for all X, y E S <.Y, y 
not necessCj.rily distinct) x+y $! S and x- l, y- 1 E S. 
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We shall achieve a new lower bcxnd for N(3,3,3,3; 2) by partitian- 
irig the none ero elements of the finite ;:.belian group Z/72 X z/72 ianto 
four symmetric sum-free sets S, e S,, S , and SJ. The vertices of K45b 
(the complete graph on 49 vertices) are labeled with the elements of 
2172 X Z/76!. To each symmetric sum-free set of our partition we as- 
sociate a disI:inct color. The edge joining vertices u1 and u2 is colored 
with the color associated with the syrnnlletric sum-free set which ccn- 
tains O1 -u2 I In order for this coloring to be well-defined we must have 
symmetric s&s. The following theorem shows that such a coloring k 
monochromatic triangle-free. 

meore~n 1 .I. Given a symmetric sum-frlee set coloring of the complete 
graph on ICI vertices, where G is a group whose nonzero elements have 
been partitioned in+r, k disjoint symmetric sum-free subsets S,) S,, . . . . SII 
The vertices of this graph arc? labeled with the elements of G. The edge 
joining vertA:*es a and b is colored with color i, where a # b and a-b, 
b-a 5 SF T/Us coloring is monochromatic triangle-free. 

Proof. Supp!ose {a, b, c} is a monochror:iatic triangle of color i. Then 
a-b. b-c, a---c E Si* But (a-b) + (b-1cj z a-c which contradicts the 
assumption tha t Si is sum-free. 

Thesrem l.?. N(3,3,3,3; 2) > 49. 

Proof. The fAlowing partition of the noxzero elements of Z/72 X Z/72 
into four symmetric sumfree sets yields a four-color monochrd,matic 
triangle-free coloring of Kd9. Hei bert Taylor (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California) showed the author the following partition: 

S, = WA 11, (1 , 01, (112), (A 11, (2,6), (6,2), 
(0,6), (6,0), 6 9, (5, C-0, (50, (19 91 

S, = ((17 l), (l,(5), (0,3), (3, O), (3,2), (2,4), 
(6,6), (6 l), (G4), (4,O)j (4,% 63)) 
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s, = KL 01, CL%, (3,1), (3,3), (3,R, (3, a, 
C-6 01, 621, (4,619 (4941, (492); (4,1)1 

s4 = {(o, ‘121, (1,3), (19 4h (2, a, CL 31, (3,4’5 
(O,B, 649, (6,3), G,B, 4% 41, (4,3)) . 

2. Upper bound 

Only the major steps of the proof that N(3,3,3,3; 2) 5 65 are pre- 

sented here. The complete proof is found in [ 51 ; part of. this proof is 
due to Folkman’ . Our proof also uses the result of Kalbfleisch and Stan- 

ton [ 31 that there are exactly two non-isomorphic trichromatic color- 
ings of K,, which are r;?.onochromatic triangle-free. We shall call these 

two colorings R(3,3,3; 2) colorings. Greenwood and Gleason [ 21 show 
that one of these colorings can be based on a Gjartition of the nonzero 
elements of GF(24 ) into three symmetric sum-free sets. Whitehead [ 41 
shows that the other coloring can be based on a partition of the non- 

zero elements of 21’42 X Z/42 into three symmetric sum-free sets. 
We shah denote the product of two n X n matrices M crnd N as MN: 

Denote the Ha.damard product of two n X n matrices M and N 2s M 4k 

(M l N)xy = CM& w>xy - 

Let the almhte value [Ml of a n X n matrix M be defined as follows: 

Definition 2.1. Given an m-chromatic n X n incidence matrix A4, where 

1 See Jon Folkman’s posthu_aous~notcs czltitled “Notes on the Ramsey number N(3,3,3,3)“. 
The whole upper bound section ws motivated by these r.oti:s. 
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m >_ 1, the <IMi &romatic adjacency matrix, for i = 1,2, . . . . m, is defined 
as fOllOWSI 

1 if (M)xy = i , 

clW,)xJ? = 
0 otherwise. 

r”heorem ‘2.2. Let M be an m-chrcmatic n X n incidence matrix and 
i, j. k ti (1, 2, . . . . m) , where 1 ’ + j f: k + i. In the graph represented by 
M the .follo*&tig three statements hold: 

(1) The raumber of (i. i, i)q>olored monockvnatic triangles is 
% !(M’ ‘1 l M, I l 

(2) The rurmber of (i. i, j),nolored bichromatic triangles (having 2 
edges of c&or i and 1 edge of color j) is ) I(Mf ) l M+. 

(3) The number of (i, j, k)-colored trichromatic triangles is 
I(ldiMi) l M,I, I l 

Proof. We prc/e only statement (2). Statements (1) and (3) follow by 
similar arguments. Suppose the (x, y) edge and the (z, y) edge of the 
bich~oma~k: triangle {x, y, z) are i-colored and the (x, y) edge is j- 
colsred. This triangle contributes 2 to i(Mf )* M$ as follows: 

[a) a length 2 i-path and a length 1 j-path from x to y ; 

(b) a length 2 i-path and a length 1 j-path from y to X. 

An IBM 3hO/Model65 program analyzed the two R(3,3,3; 2j color- 
ings. The following two equations apply to both of these colorings: 

(A)(Mi2)+Ij 4M.foralli j- 1,2,3andi+j* 
(B) ~~~:‘I,:; ~ ok =hk for a&j, k= 1,2,3 and&j+ k+i. 

Theorem 2.3. N(3,3,3,3; 2) <_ 65. 

Proof. fr’ :-i ‘;$ I~~i( = 80 for all i = 1 ,2,3 for both K,, colorings, therefore 
by (A) there are exactly 80 bichromatic triangles of each%oloring of the 
each coloring of the six distinct colorings and by (B) there are exactly 
80 trichromatic tricangles. 

Since N(3,3; 2) = 6 (set [ 2]), then in either R(3,3,3; 2) coloring, 
there are exactly 5 edges of each of the three colors incident upon each 
vertex. We shall call the R(3,3; 2) coloring of tfle subgraph on the 5 
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vertices which are connected by 5 edges of the same color to a com- 
mon vertex v, a located bichromatdc pentagon. We shall show that 

every R(3,3; 2) coloring in an R(3,3,3; 2) coloring, is located. The 
bichromatic pentagons located by each vertex of either R(3,3,3; 2) 
coloring are distinct. 

. 

In fact, a study of the t*wo Kalbfleisch and Stanton [ 3j R(3,3,3; 2) 
incidence matrices yields that distinct located pentagons of the same 
coloring intersect in either zero or two vertices. Thus each bichromatic 

triangle is contained in at most one located hichromatic pentagon. A 
counting argument shows that the 16 located bichromatic pentagons 
of a given coloring contain all the bichromatic triangles of the two corre- 

sponding colorings. Therefore in either R(3,3,3; 2) coloring, every bi- 
chromatic triangle is contained in exactly one located bichromatic pen- 
tagon. Further study of the Kalbfleisch-Stanton R(3,, 3,3; 2) incidence 
matrices shows that each edge of color 1 is the intersection of exactly 
one pair of located bichromatic pentagons of coloring { 1,2) and the 
intersection of exactly one pair of located bichromatic pentagc:;s of 
coloring ( 1,3) , similarly for edges of colors 2 anb 3. 

Every vertex v is contained in at least 5 located bklrrcmatic pentagons 
of each coloring, since v is contained in a different bichromatic penta- 
gon located by the five vertices of the bichromatk pentagon located 
by V. If any vertex was contained in more than 5 located bichromatic 
pentagons of a given coloring, then by counting there wctuld not be 
enough bichromatic pentaigons of the given coloring to give each vertex 
at least 5 pentagons. Using this result that each vertex is contained in 
exactly 5 located bichromlatic pentagons of each coloring and the re- 
sult that every bichromatic triangle is contained i:n exactly one l-rated 
bichromatic pentago.i<, an argument yields that every R(3,3; 2) color- 
ing in either R(3,3,3; 2) coloring is a located bichromatic pentagon. 

Equation (A) implies that associated with each edge (p, 4) of color 
i, there are exactly two vertices x1 and x2 such that edge:3 (x1, p), 
(~1, q), (x2, p), (x2, q) are of color j. Equation (A) implies by sym- 
metry (M&) .Mi = 2&Z, which implies that associated wi:h each edge 

(p, @ of color i, there are exactly two vertices y1 and y2 such that 
edges CJQ, p) and Q2, p) are of color i and edges (JQ , q) and (y2, y) are 
of color j. Equation (S) implies that associated with each edge 07.4) of 

color i, there is exactly one z such that edge QJ, z) is of color 1 and edge 
(4, z)l is of color k. 
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Now we sketch the proof given in Jon Folkman’s posthumous notes 
We derive a contradiction by ass,uming there is a R(3,3,3,3; 2) coloring 
on 65 vertices. By analogy to Mi matrix we define the chromatic r.ija- 
cency matrix Ai for our assumed R(3,!3,3,3; 2) colorirg of Ke5 : 

(Ai), = . 

where /I. is the fourcolor 65 X 6S incidence matrix. As a direct co:dIse- 
quence :;af (1) equation (A), (2) the fact that an R(3,3,3; 2) coloring 
has no monochromatic triangles, and (3) the fact that each vertex of 
an R(3,3,3; 2) coloring has exactly 5 edges of each color incident tipon 
it, we h:sve: 

(M; )Xv 

[!5 ifx=y, 
= 10 ifx 7ty and (Mijxy = 1, 

‘2 if x # y and (Misty = 0. 

Below, we show the analogous result for our assumed R(3,3,3,3; 2) 
coloring 0:‘ KG5 5 namely : 

(0 

/16 ifx =y, 
cA”jXy = 1 (! ifx #y and (“i)Xy = 1, 

5 if x # y and (AijXY = 0. 

For a fixed vertex IV we let P be the set c)f ( 1,2: bichromatic pen- 
tagons such that each vertex of all pentagons in P are joined to w by 
an edge of color 3. A vertex p # w, is said to cover A E P if the edge 
(i7, IY) and the edges @, a) for all a E A are of color 4. Now let P, E h’ 
be those elements of P which are covered by exactly rz distinct vertices, 
where n is a nonnegative integer. A complicated argument (involving 
six lemmas j shows that n < 2. Therefore P = PO u P, u P2. 

Since there are 16 bichrimatic pentagons of each of the 3 possible 
colors in a R&3,3; 2) coloring, and there are 4 R(3,3,3; 2) colorings 
located by w in the assumed &?(3,3,3,3; 2) coloring, thus IPI = 4* 3* 16,. 
It can be observed that each vertex except w (65-1 = 64) covers ex- 
actly 3 elements of P, so there are 3.64 coverings of the elements of P! 
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These coverings can be counted as follows: 

0~IpoI+2~IP21+IP-p,-P;2~ = 29,I 

= 3~64-&1-/R,l = 964. 

Therefore I& I = IPo 1. By a series of similar counting argunlents it can 
be shown that IP, I 1 29 IPe I. The only possibility is that IP, I = 0. Hence 
IP21=OandP =P,. 

Using the rfzsult that P = P, and applying twice the fact that each 
vertex in a R(,3,3,3; 2) coloring is contained in exactly 5 bichromatic 
pentagons of each coloring, we have: 

v’ )xy = 5 if x # y and (A$.), = 0. 

Now assuming that we have an R(3,3,3,3; 2) coloring on Ke5, means 
we have no monochromatic triangles, that is: 

(A; lxu =O ifxfyand(A&, = 1. 

Finally, N(3,3,3; 2) = 17 implies that in any R(3,3,3,3; 2) coloring 
on KG5, there are exactly 16 edges of each of the four colors incident - 

upon each vertex: 

(A; lxv = 16 ifx=y. 

Now equation (C) yields that A: + SA- I II = SJ, where 2 is the 
65 X 65 identity matrix and J is the 65 X 65 matrix of ones. Now, 
(A&,, = 16 for x = y implies that symmetric Aj has constant row sum- 
and column sum equal to 16: 

AJ= JAi‘= 1~ 

By simultaneously diagonalizing Ai and J and using standard eigenvalue 
arguments we find that Ai has one eigenvector equal to 16, ntl eigen- 
vectors equal to 3 (-5 +m), and m2 eigenvectors equal to 1(-5--m), 
where w1t +m2 = 65- 1 = 64. Since a complete graph contains no loops, 
we have that trace (Ai) = 0 which implies that ml -ml = 288 X 69-*. 
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This is a contradiction, since the eigenvalue multipLcities ml and m2 
are integers. 

Thus Folkman’s Theorem that N(3,3,3,3; 2) <_ 65, is proven. As 
an immediate corollary, it follows that N(S, 3,3,3,3; 2) <, 322. 
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